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Generalized Franck-Condon principle for resonant photoemission
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A generalized Franck-Condon~GFC! principle for resonant x-ray Raman scattering and for resonant pho-
toemission in particular is derived and numerically investigated. The GFC amplitudes differ from ordinary FC
amplitudes by the presence of photon and photoelectron phase factors which describe the coupling—or
interference—of the x-ray photons or Auger electrons with the nuclear motion. With the GFC amplitudes, a
Kramers-Heisenberg relation is obtained for vibronic transitions that corrects the so-called lifetime-vibrational
interference formula. For resonant photoemission in the soft-x-ray region involving typical bound potential
surfaces, the generalization gives a contribution to the FC factors that can amount to 20%. For core excitation
above the dissociation threshold, the GFC principle relates to Doppler effects on the ejected photoelectron both
for the so-called ‘‘molecular’’ and ‘‘atomic’’ bands. The role of the GFC principle in direct photoionization is
briefly discussed.@S1050-2947~99!08809-5#

PACS number~s!: 33.60.Fy, 33.20.2t
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-resolution dispersive and detector techniques h
made it possible to analyze vibrational fine structure in x-
and Auger emission for almost three decades@1–8#. It was
early realized that, contrary to the optical region where
emission bands can be arranged in simple progression ta
~Deslanders tables@9#!, the vibrationally resolved x-ray o
Auger spectra require in general an account of interfere
between the emitting levels due to the short lifetime of c
ionized states@10–17#. This is described by the so-calle
lifetime-vibrational interference formula~LVI !, which is
nothing but the Kramers-Heisenberg dispersion relation
suming the Born-Oppenheimer and Condon approximati
for the transition elements, and which has formed the co
mon computational tool in the analysis of the spectra.

The possibility to resonantly excite x-ray and Auger em
sion @x-ray Raman scattering~RXS! spectra# has further pro-
moted interest in the analysis of vibrational structure a
nuclear dynamics in the x-ray region. New effec
@5,18,6,19,8# relating the formation of the RXS spectral pr
file to the nuclear degrees of freedom have been discove
Several of these refer to cases when dissociative state
involved and when both compound molecular and fragm
signatures are identified in the spectra. Among severa
these phenomena, for the purpose of the present work
most relevant to mention a Doppler effect on ejected Au
electrons for core excitation above the dissociation thresh
The atomiclike resonance can be strongly influenced by s
a Doppler effect as theoretically predicted@20# and experi-
mentally confirmed@21# recently. On a closer inspection on

*Permanent address: Institute of Automation and Electrome
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia.
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finds that this Doppler effect is hidden in generalized Fran
Condon~GFC! amplitudes of the type@20#

^mum1&→^mueıwum1&, w56a3 H kph•R
k•R ~1!

wherea is connected with the reduced mass of the molecu
These photon- or electron-nuclear couplings originate in
photon and electron wave functions through the phase
tors exp(iw) that depend on the internuclear radius vectorR
and on the momenta of the x-ray photon,kph, or the photo-
electron,k. The GFC problem was only touched upon in R
@20# in connection with the special problem of computing t
so-called atomiclike profile. In fact, as we show here, t
GFC factors can significantly modify the whole RXS profil
thus also profiles for discrete vibrational transitions invo
ing fully bound potentials, and also profiles for ordina
photoionization.

The aim of this paper is to present a general analysis
the role of the GFC amplitudes and factors in resonant x-r
scattering spectra, especially for resonant photoemis
where the photoelectron phase factors reflect the interfere
of electronic and nuclear motions and which leads to b
important numerical corrections and additional spectral f
tures. The GFC factors are shown to influence the RXS p
file involving vibrational levels above and below the diss
ciation thresholds, that is, bound-bound transitions below
continuum-continuum transitions above the thresholds,
combinations thereof—continuum-bound and boun
continuum transitions. We show that the electron-vibratio
profile of ordinary~direct! photoionization is also influence
by the GFC factors. The new spectral features caused by
GFC factors are expected to be the rule rather than the
ception both in molecular photoionization and resonant p
toemission.

y,
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II. PHYSICAL MODEL

We consider resonant x-ray scattering by molecules,
scattering targets with nuclear degrees of freedom. The R
process and energy scheme are illustrated in Fig. 1: The m
ecule in the ground stateu0& first absorbs a photon of fre
quencyv and transits to the core excited statesui&. These
decay to the final statesu f & by emission of the Auger electro
with energyE @if not otherwise stated, the notation refers
nonradiative~Auger! scattering, although the theory is ide
tical for radiative x-ray scattering#.

A coherent picture is obtained by considering t
Kramers-Heisenberg scattering amplitude@20#

F5(
f ,i

^ f uQu i &^ i uDu0&
E2v i f 1ıG

, Q5qeık•Ra,

~2!
D5~e•d!eıkph•Ra.

Here R5RA2RB is the internuclear distance;a5m/mA ,
m5mAmB /(mA1mB) is a reduced mass of the molecul
v j i 5Ej2Ei is the resonant frequency of the electrovibr
tional transitioni→ j ; e is the polarization vector of inciden
photon with the frequencyv; d is the electronic transition
dipole moment andq is the operator of the Auger decay
atomA; kph andk are momenta of the x-ray photon and t
photoelectron, respectively. Atomic units are used throu
out the paper. Apparently,Q5D8† in the case of radiative
RXS ~the emission of the final photon is marked by a prim!.
We pay attention in this paper mainly to the soft-x-ray
gime; exp(ikph•Ra).1.

The RXS spectral properties are guided by the dou
differential cross section

s~E,v!5uFu2F~E2v1v f 0 ,g!, ~3!

whereF~V,g! is the spectral function of an incident radi
tion. We restrict ourselves to the vibrational part of the pro
lem and assume the Born-Oppenheimer~BO! approximation
and also the Condon approximation insofar that all electro
transition matrix elementsqf i(R) and di0(R) ~but not the

FIG. 1. Model interatomic potentials of the ground@U0(R)#,
core-excited@Ui(R)#, and final@U f(R)# states. The potentials o
core-excited and final states are shifted:Ui(R)2385 eV, U f(R)
212 eV. DU(R)5Ui(R)2U f(R). The parameters of the poten
tials are collected in Table I.
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phase factors! can be extracted from the scattering amplitu
~2!. The evaluation of the RXS amplitude~2! is then reduced
to the calculation of the generalized FC amplitudes

^ f uQu i &^ i uDu0&.^ f uqf i~R!e2ık•Rau i &

3^ i u@e•di0~R!#eıkph•Rau0&. ~4!

Now u0&, ui&, and u f & denote vibrational states of the groun
core-excited, and final electronic states, respectively. The
pendence ofqf i(R) and di0(R) on the nuclear coordinate
can be important in general. For example, this is the case
transitions between highly excited or dissociative nucl
states with a large size of the nuclear wave function@22,23#.
Another example is given by transitions near an avoid
crossing of the potential surfaces where the electronic tr
sition matrix elements depend strongly onR due to the
strong dependence of mixing of the different electronic sta
on R @24,23,25#. However, very often the dependence of t
electronic transition matrix elements onR can be neglected
@26#. Both qf i(R) and di0(R) are assumed to be consta
@26# in the following, and we focus on the role of the photo
and photoelectron phase factors in Eq.~4!, the new element
of the theory. As mentioned above, it is of importance
keep only the photoelectron phase factor in the soft-x-
region. This allows us to formulate the model

Q→eık•Ra, D→~e•d̂!, ~5!

wheree•d̂, with d̂5d/d, is the polarization factor. One ca
interpret the appearance of the photoelectron phase
exp(2ık•Ra) in the GFC amplitude~1! as the interference
of the photoelectron with the nuclear motion.

We see that the profile of resonant photoemission in
soft-x-ray region is defined by the GFC amplitude^ f uQu i &
for the Auger decay step and by the ordinary FC amplitu
^ i u0& for the photoabsorption step. We recall that the co
ventional theory of electron-vibrational bands in reson
photoemission is based on the assumptionQ51.

A. Time-dependent representation

To perform numerical simulations, we follow the time
dependent technique outlined in Ref.@27#. The previous
studies@8# demonstrate that the temporal language allow
deeper insight into the physics of x-ray scattering, and
time-dependent techniques are also advantageous from
computational point of view. The RXS cross sections(E,v)
can then be evaluated for arbitrary spectral distributions
incoming radiationF(v2v1 ,g) as the convolution@28–
30,27#

s~E,v!5E dv 1so~E,v1!F~v2v1 ,g!,

~6!

so~E,v!5
1

p
ReE

0

`

dt so~t!ei ~v2E1Eo!t.

This reduces the problem to an evaluation of the RXS cr
section for monochromatic excitationso(E,v), which can
be found in terms of the autocorrelation function@31,27#
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so~t!5^C~0!uC~t!&. ~7!

Here

uC~t!&5e2 iH ftuC~0!&,

uC~0!&5E
0

`

dt e@ ı~v1E0!2G#tQuc i~ t !&. ~8!

The solution is obtained in two steps:~i! the solution of the
Schrödinger equation in the core-excited statei (]/]t)c i(t)&
5Hi uc i(t)& for uc i(t)&5exp(2iHit)Duo& with the initial
condition uc i(0)&5Duo&, and~ii ! the solution of the Schro¨-
dinger equation foruC~t!& with the final-state Hamiltonian
H f and with the initial conditionuC~0!&. The physical mean-
ing of the wave packetsuc i(t)& and uC~t!& can be found in
Refs.@32,27#.

B. RXS spectral profile with ordinary FC amplitudes

We start from the examination of nonradiative RXS fro
the heteronuclear molecule with model potentials~Table I!
shown in Fig. 1~a!. In order to clearly see the role of the GF
amplitudes, we temporarily set aside the GFC effects
assume Q51 ~5!. This leads to the well-known LVI
~lifetime-vibrational interference! formula in the case of tran
sitions involving bound potentials. In the case of reson
core excitation above the dissociation threshold@Fig. 1~a!#,
the simulated RXS spectrum consists of three qualitativ
different parts; see Fig. 2. The left-hand side of the spect
shows the extended sequence of narrow resonances w
follow the Raman-Stokes dispersion law; this is the ‘‘m
lecular band’’ of continuum-bound transitions to the vibr
tional states of the final states. The right edge of the sp
trum shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 corresponds
continuum-continuum transitions and is formed by two ov
lapping resonances; the broadM and the narrowA peaks~see
also the right panel of Fig. 2!. The peak position of reso
nanceA does not depend on the excitation energy. The
sition of peakM deviates slightly from the constant value. A
Fig. 1~a! indicates, peakA corresponds to the decay trans
tions in the dissociative region; it is the so-called atomicl
resonance following the non-Raman dispersion law@33,31#

E5DU~`!. ~9!

To understand the origin of peakM, let us compare Fig. 1~a!
with the change,DU(R)5Ui(R)2U f(R), of the core-
excited state potentials involved@Fig. 1~b!#. It is clear that

TABLE I. Parameters of the Morse potentials,U(R)5De@1
2exp„2(R2Re)/a…#

21E0 , for ground, core-excited, and fina
states used in Fig. 1.

State

Vibrational
frequency,
ve ~eV!

Anharmonicity,
vexe ~meV! Re ~Å! E0 ~eV!

Ground~o! 0.292 1.776 1.098 0
Core excited~i! 0.235 1.900 1.390 400.057
Final ~f ! 0.274 1.862 1.116 15.283
d

t

ly
m
ich

c-

-

-

the ‘‘molecular’’ continuum-continuum peakM is formed
mainly near pointRc where the slope ofDU(R) is equal to
zero:

]

]R
DU~R!50. ~10!

As in the dissociative region, and discussed earlier@see Eq.
~23! in Ref. @31##, the decay transitions in the vicinity of thi
point occur with conservation of the kinetical energy of t
relative nuclear motion. This results in a non-Raman disp
sion relation for the peak position of the peak

E5DU~Rc!. ~11!

Apparently, this dispersion law is not strict due to the co
tribution to the resonanceM from adjacent points,RÞRc ,
where the condition~10! breaks down. The result highlight
nevertheless a new spectral feature of the molecular band
RXS spectra, namely that one part~peakA! of the molecular
bands follows the Raman-Stokes law, while the position
the other part~peakM! shows a very weak dependence
excitation frequency, Fig. 2.

III. RXS SPECTRAL PROFILE WITH GFC AMPLITUDES

A. GFC amplitudes for continuum-continuum
and continuum-bound decay transitions. Doppler effects

For the generalization of the Franck-Condon factors,
reconsider first the case with core excitation above the
sociation threshold. Figure 3 displays the low-energy par
the RXS profile~Fig. 2! for the system shown in Fig. 1 an
calculated with the GFC amplitudes. This part correspond
the continuum-continuum decay transitions discussed ab
consisting of two peaks, the broad molecular peakM and the
narrow atomiclike peakA. Probably the most prominent new
feature observed is the Doppler shift of the molecular pe
M, Fig. 3~b!; a Doppler shift of the atomiclike peakA was
predicted @20# and observed@21# earlier. We remind the

FIG. 2. The RXS cross section vs excitation ener
without taking into account the photoelectron phase fac
exp(2ık•Ra)→1. The high-energy part of the spectru
~continuum-bound decays! follows to the Raman-Stokes law con
trary to the low-energy part of the spectrum. The latter part~region
near 380 eV! is caused mainly by continuum-continuum decay tra
sitions.G50.065 eV,G f50.013 eV,mA5mB514mH . The case of
monochromatic excitation.v i0(`)5Ui(`)2E05407.2 eV. The
close-lying atomiclike resonance and molecular subband are
notedA andM, respectively.
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reader that the Doppler shift,k•v, is large due to a large
velocity v of the dissociating atom and large momentum
the Auger electron. Figure 3~a! shows that the red and blu
Doppler shifts result in different RXS profiles because of
influence of the smooth molecular background from
high-energy side of theA andM peaks.

The gas-phase molecules are oriented randomly and
RXS cross section must be averaged over molecular orie
tions. To be specific, we consider here core excitation tos
unoccupied molecular orbital~MO!. In such a case the pho
toabsorption factor (e•d̂i0)2 ~5! reads cos2 u, whereu is the
angle betweenk and the molecular axis. Figure 3~b! shows
the smearing of the RXS profile due to the Doppler bro
ening. To see directly the role of the GFC amplitude, it
appropriate to compare Fig. 3~b! with Fig. 3~a! ~solid line!
showing the calculation with ordinary FC amplitudes. T
high-energy part of the RXS spectrum~continuum-bound de-
cays!, Fig. 2, is not shown in Fig. 3. We note that the effe
of the GFC amplitudes on the continuum-bound decays~Fig.
2! does not exceed 20%.

Doppler splitting and broadening of the atomiclike resonance

Very often the spacing between the atomiclike peakA and
molecular peakM is large or peakM is absent@27#. In such
a case one can examine the isolated atomiclike profile
RXS from oriented molecules: cos2 u/@(DE2D cosu)2

1G2#. Here DE5E2v` , v`5DU(`)5Ui(`)2U f(`)
represents the position of the atomiclike resonance, anD
5kv is the Doppler shift. The final result of orientation

FIG. 3. The role of the GFC amplitudes on the RXS profilek
55.32 a.u. eik. Core excitation to the unoccupieds orbital. v
5408.8 eV. ~a! RXS from oriented molecules for different angle
u betweenk and molecular axisR. ~b! The RXS cross section
averaged over molecular orientations. The orthogonal orientatio
k and molecular axis (u590°) correspond to the ordinary FC am
plitudes withQ51. Other parameters are the same as for Fig. 2
f
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averaging is straightforward if we neglect the angular anis
ropy of the Auger decay rate@21#,

s~E,v!5s i~E,v!cos2 q1s'~E,v!sin2 q,

s i~E,v!5s11F S DE

G D 2

21Gs2 ,

~12!

s'~E,v!5
1

2 F S 11
D22DE2

G2 Ds22s1G ,
where

s15s0S 21
DE

D ln
~DE2D!21G2

~DE1D!21G2D ,

s25s0

G

D FarctanS DE1D
G D2arctanS DE2D

G D G . ~13!

Here the RXS cross sectionss i(E,v) and s'(E,v) corre-
spond tokie andk'e, respectively;q is the angle between
e andk. All unessential constants are collected ins0 . Figure
4 shows, contrary tos'(E,v), thats i(E,v) has two peaks
which correspond to decay transitions in oppositely pro
gating atoms with opposite Doppler shifts. The reason
this is a partial alignment of the core-excited molecules.
deed, molecules are oriented mainly parallel to thee vector
under core excitation to unoccupieds MO’s. This results
immediately in the Doppler splitting of the RXS profile whe
kie @21# since in such a case the Auger electrons are eje
preferentially along the molecular axis; see Fig. 4.

When the Auger electron is emitted perpendicular to
molecular axis~which is oriented mainly alonge!, the RXS
profile collapses to a single broadened peak~see Fig. 4! since
the Doppler shift is equal to zero in this case:k•v50. One
important difference between Fig. 3~b! and Fig. 4 deserves a
comment. The Doppler splitting is not seen in Fig. 3~b! con-
trary to Fig. 4. The reason for this is the two-peak struct
of the RXS profile shown in Fig. 3~a!.

of

FIG. 4. The RXS profile for the isolated atomiclike resonan
averaged over molecular orientations. Core excitation in the un
cupieds orbital. The results of the simulations forq50° and 90°
are based on Eq.~12!. q is the angle betweenk and e. G
50.09 eV,D50.4 eV.
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B. GFC amplitudes for bound-bound decay transitions

We examine vibrationally resolved bound-bound dec
transitions below a dissociation threshold using core-exc
C 1s21p* 1P and final CO1 A 2P states of the CO mol-
ecule as illustration. The molecular orientation is assume
be along the Auger electron momentumk andv'k. Figure 5
shows that the effect of the GFC amplitudes on the dir
bound-bound term in CO can be as large as 20%. This fig
shows also the qualitative distinction of decay transitions
bound final states from the above-considered continu
continuum decay transitions. One can see that the positio
the resonances in the case of the bound final states doe
depend on the phase factor~5!, i.e., it does not experience
Doppler shift. It is not hard to understand that the role of
GFC increases when the effective size of the vibratio
wave function increases. The interference of the photoe
tron with a nuclear motion is thus enhanced near the dis
ciation threshold and for weakly bound ‘‘van der Waals
molecules like the sodium dimer or rare-gas halide m
ecules.

IV. ROLE OF THE GFC AMPLITUDES
IN DIRECT PHOTOIONIZATION

We study the role of the GFC principle for direct x-ra
photoionization by considering ionization from an occupi

FIG. 5. The role of the GFC amplitudes under the bound-bo
transition. The parameters of the potentials~of the groundX1S1,
core excited C 1s21p* 1P, and final CO1 A 2P states! for CO are
from Ref. @37#. The case of nonradiative RXS from the orient
molecule CO.u50° and 90°. The orthogonal orientation ofk and
molecular axis (u590°) corresponds to the ordinary FC amplitud
with Q51. The lower panel~b! shows the differenceDs(E,v) of
the RXS cross sections foru50° andu590°. G50.0485 eV,G f

50.013 eV. The case of monochromatic excitation to the vib
tional levelm52 of the core-excited state.
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MO c i5ciAwA1ciBwB in a moleculeAB to a continuum
state with the electron momentumk. Here,wA and wB are
atomic orbitals of atomsA and B. The electronic transition
moment of photoionization reads in the one-electron
proximation

dio.ciAdAe2ıak•R1ciBdBeıbk•R, ~14!

whereb5m/mB anddA is the atomic transition dipole mo
ment. One can check that this expression is valid for a re
tively high photoelectron energy,kR*1. The photoioniza-
tion cross section can be expressed through the G
amplitudes,̂ i uD(R)u0&, between vibrational wave function
u0& and ui& of ground and core-excited states,

s i~E,v!}
z^ i uD~R!u0& z2

„E2v2I i2n i0…
21G2 ,

D~R!5ciADAe2ıak•R1ciBDBeıbk•R. ~15!

Here DA5(e•dA), I i is the ionization potential of the MO
level i, andn i0 is the difference of vibrational energies of th
excited and ground states. Averaging over molecular ori
tation leads to a strong suppression of the interference t
between different atoms,}1/kR. Making use of this, we
immediately obtain

s i~E,v!

}E dR̂
ciA

2 z^ i uDAeıak•Ru0& z21ciB
2 z^ i uDBeıbk•Ru0& z2

„E2v2I i2n i0…
21G2 .

~16!

Apparently, the dependence of the GFC amplitudes
nuclear coordinates becomes essential when the photo
tron wavelength is comparable to~or shorter than! the effec-
tive size of the vibrational wave functions,DR:

k DR;1. ~17!

When this region is reached, one can expect a signific
change of the vibrational profile with a further increase
excitation energy. It is worthwhile to mention that the GF
amplitude experienced by the photoelectron phase fac
can be important in the formation of rotational bands of ph
toelectron spectra. Such resolution of the rotational struc
has now become a reality, see, e.g., Refs.@34,35#. In some
cases the amplitude of direct and resonant photoemission
the same order of magnitude and can therefore interf
Clearly, the interference of direct and resonance terms is
influenced by the GFC amplitudes.

V. SUMMARY

With this paper we present the notion of a generaliz
Franck-Condon principle for the formation of spectral pr
files in resonant photoemission. The generalized amplitu
differ from ordinary Franck-Condon amplitudes by the ph
toelectron phase factor, exp„2ıa(k•R)…, in the integrand of
the Kramers-Heisenberg expression for the scattering am
tude. The origin of the phase factor is the site selectivity
x-ray scattering caused by the strong localization of c

d
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holes. The phase factor is changed during the molecula
brations in a bound state or during the free molecular spr
for excitation above the dissociation threshold. The variat
of the phase factor results also in a numerical change of
FC amplitudes for vibrationally resolved bound-bound dec
transitions. For example, the RXS cross section with
GFC amplitudes can differ from the cross section with
ordinary FC amplitudes up to approximately 20% for the C
molecule. This effect is enhanced for weakly bound ‘‘van d
Waals’’ molecules with a large amplitude of vibrations.

The GFC amplitudes lead to qualitatively new spect
features in the RXS spectra under core excitation above
dissociation threshold, in particular to a Doppler effect
the ejected Auger electron associated to continuu
continuum transitions near the atomiclike resonance~large
internuclear distance! @20#. This effect was recently observe
in an experiment with O2 molecules@21#. Here we found that
the Doppler effect can influence also the continuu
continuummolecular band formed primarily due to deca
transitions near the equilibrium geometry of the molecule
contrast to the continuum-continuum band, the positions
.
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the continuum-bound, bound-continuum, and bound-bo
resonances are not influenced by Doppler shifts of
ejected electron.

The GFC amplitudes can be important also for photoel
tron spectroscopy when the excitation energy exceeds
corresponding ionization threshold by several hundreds
eV’s. In those cases one can expect a dependence o
vibrational band shape on the excitation energy due to
energy dependence of the GFC amplitudes.

The present work focuses on a generalization of
Franck-Condon principle; a further improvement
experimental-theoretical comparisons of resonant photoe
sion band profiles would be obtained by going beyond
Condon approximation and considering the variation of
Auger decay moments with geometry. Such calculations
now in progress@25,36#.
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